
Cyberpunk 2077 Next-Gen Version Could Finally Arrive 

One of 2020’s most hyped, and maligned games, might finally be getting the next-gen version fans have 

been waiting for. 

Cyberpunk 2077 was released in December of 2020 and was met with heavy backlash due to a multitude 

of bugs and promised features not included in the finished product. 

Since its release, next-gen systems have been running the older generations version of the open-world 

adventure, leaving it unoptimized under utilizing the full potential of the hardware. 

A recent tweet hinted that might be coming to an end.  

A tweet by PlayStation Game Size, a Twitter user with a history of breaking leaks, claimed that the next-

gen release would fall between February to March. 

The tweet only stated the potential release of “mid-February to late-March” accompanied with a 

potential new cover for the next-gen release. 

The timeline mentioned by PlayStation Game Size matches with a recent forecast given by CD Projekt 

Red when they pushed the next-gen release of Cyberpunk 2077 and Witcher 3 to the start of 2022. 

The developers have long said optimizing Cyberpunk 2077 for the newer system is one of the biggest 

goals and have listed as something they strive to do. 

Adam Kiciński, President and Joint CEO of the CD Projekt Group, said through a press release that the 

studios goal is to ensure the newer system get a game that matches the specs. 

“We are hard at work on the next-gen version of Cyberpunk scheduled for release in the first quarter of 

2022,” said Kiciński. “There is also ongoing work on the next-gen version of The Witcher 3 and the 

Cyberpunk expansion 

Cyberpunk 2077 and CD Projekt Red are no strangers when it comes to unconfirmed rumours about 

their games sprouting up on the internet. 

A January 27 report by Forbes listed a collection of new additions that will come to the next-gen 

systems, many including updates that fans have been clamouring for such as updated police. 

The rumoured features included new quests, police chase, stylists to change your look, a functional 

metro system, and much more. 

Unfortunately for fans patiently waiting for an optimized version of the game, this report was shot down 

by Radek Grabowski, Global PR Director at CD Projekt Red. 

Whether or not these new rumours from PlayStation Game Size are true, fans won’t have much longer 

to wait to see if they will finally get their next-gen version of Cyberpunk 2077. 

Cyberpunk 2077 is available on PC, PS4, Stadia, and Xbox One.  
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